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Below you will find a list of bibliographic references to selected articles in the field of European law and policy.

This issue covers items from a wide range of academic and specialised periodicals published from November 2016 to November 2017. References are presented in 19 subject headings covering all activities of the European Union.

01 EU – Croatia


02 EU: General and institutional developments

(Process and theory of European integration / Current issues and challenges / Policy-making process / Openness and transparency / European Council / Council of the EU / European Commission / European Parliament / Other EU organisations and agencies)
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### 03 People and Politics

(Justice and Home Affairs / Asylum, refugees, external frontiers and immigration / Citizen’s Europe / Politics in Europe / Human rights and fundamental freedoms / Racism / Terrorism / Religion / Public administration / Lobbying / Regional and local government)
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04 The Budget – Financing the European Union

(Fraud / Mismanagement / OLAF)


05 Economic and monetary policy

(Growth, competitiveness and employment / Economic and Monetary Union / Euro / Budgetary discipline / Fiscal surveillance / European Central Bank)
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06 Single market – Competition

(Antitrust policy / State aids / Merger policy / Free movement of goods / Free movement of services / Freedom of establishment / Free movement of capital / Intellectual property / Company law / Tax issues / Free movement of people)
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07 Business – Industry – Trade

(Industrial policy / Competitiveness / Enterprise policy / Small and medium-sized enterprises / Corporate social responsibility / Service industries / Financial services / Banks)


08 Employment – Labour market

(Social dialogue / Working conditions / Local employment initiatives / Health and safety at work / Trade unions)
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09 Social policy – Social issues

(Social security / Social protection / Gender equality / Disability issues / Health / Drugs / Tobacco / Communicable diseases / The young / The family / The elderly)
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10 Economic and Social Cohesion – Structural policies – Regional policies

(Structural funds / European Regional Development Fund / European Social Fund / Community initiatives / Innovative actions / Cohesion Fund / Spatial planning)
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11 Environment

(Sustainable development / Industry and environment / Transport and environment / Atmospheric pollution / Aquatic environment / Economic instruments / Chemicals / Precautionary principle / Waste / Noise)


12 Consumer affairs
(Safety of products and services / Product safety / Advertising / Labelling / Consumer rights / Financial protection / Food issues)


13 Agriculture – Fisheries – Forestry

(Common Agricultural Policy / Animal health / Plant health / Farming methods / Agricultural markets)


14 Transport
(Urban/Rural transport / Railways / Roads / Inland waterways / Sea transport / Ports / Air transport / Multimodal transport / Tourism)
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15 Energy

(Energy liberalisation / Trans-European Energy Networks / Solid fuels / Oil – Gas / Nuclear energy / Alternative energy sources / Electricity
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16 Research – Science and technology


17 Education – Training – Culture

(Higher education / Lifelong learning / Qualifications / Youth programmes / Culture / Language / Books, reading and libraries / Audiovisual policy / Sport)


18 External Relations_
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19 Law

(Nature, effect and principles of EC law / European Court of Justice – legal issues / European Conventions / European Treaties / European Court of Human Rights / Legal systems and traditions)
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